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ABSTRACT
The United States continues to host more international students than any other country in
the world. Not surprisingly, universities in California hosted the largest number of international
students with 94,279 (Open Doors, 2010). With more than 40 percent of its students consisting of
international students, Soka University of America (SUA), located in Aliso Viejo, California, is
one of the universities contributing to the influx of international students. As the number of
international students increases, it becomes more crucial to have a structure in place to support
these students, especially as they encounter many adjustment issues. Institutions can play a major
role in facilitating international students’ adjustments to life in a new culture with the supporting
activities and programs incorporated into an international student orientation. With a successful
international student orientation, these students are able to cope and foresee any potential issues
that might affect their time spent studying in a foreign country. Therefore, in this capstone, the
International Student Life Coordinator examines the overall needs of international students and
designs an international student orientation program that addresses the issues in a manner which
is most applicable to SUA students. It will pay special attention to theory, needs assessment, and
curriculum.
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INTRODUCTION
The United States continues to host more international students than any other country in
the world. International students are valued and welcomed in the United States because they
bring rich experiences and unique cross-cultural perspectives that help to internationalize the
campus and give American students first-hand opportunities to learn about the world. According
to the recent Open Doors 2010 report that is published annually by the Institute of International
Education (IIE), the number of international students at colleges and universities in the United
States increased by 3 percent to 690,923 during the 2009/10 academic year. Not surprisingly,
universities in California hosted the largest number of international students with 94,279 (Open
Doors, 2010). As the number of international students increases, it becomes more crucial to have
a structure in place to support these students.
Soka University of America (SUA), located in Aliso Viejo, California, is one of those
universities contributing to the influx of international students. SUA is a four-year undergraduate
institution whose mission is to foster a steady stream of global citizens who live contributive
lives. In keeping with its mission to foster global citizens, all students are required to study
abroad during their junior year. Out of the entire student population, 42 percent are from outside
of the United States, which contributes to an environment where students can naturally learn to
interact with people from different countries and acquire cross-cultural perspectives. In fact, for
the first time, SUA was included in the U.S. News and World Report Best College Rankings
2012, and was ranked first in the “Most Students Studying Abroad” and the “Most International
Students” categories for Liberal Arts Colleges. In addition to the regularly admitted international
students, there are international students enrolled in the Extended University Bridge Program
(EUBP), which is a 30-week intensive English program. These students are conditionally
accepted to the undergraduate program and have the opportunity to prepare and improve their
2

English in communication and critical thinking skills necessary for their undergraduate studies.
Upon successful completion of the EUBP, these students are admitted to the freshmen class for
the following year.
The international students at SUA are an essential component of both the academic and
social life on campus. Unlike some universities, international students do not take classes by
themselves or live in a separate dormitory. Rather, they are appreciated for their cultural and
global perspectives and are fully integrated into the SUA community. Since nearly half of the
student population consist of international students, SUA has not had a department or office
dedicated to these students in order to avoid being misinterpreted as giving preferential
treatment to international students. While a Manager of International Student Services has
existed, she has been fulfilling the role of the Designated School Officer (DSO) – therefore,
primarily providing international students with visa support and assistance in maintaining their
legal status. Interestingly, the Manager of International Student Services reports to the head of
the Office of Admissions. All other services for international students (i.e. financial aid, career
services, counseling, etc.) are provided by each of the different offices located throughout the
campus, just like they are for the general student population. Therefore, all services and
information that the University has provided have been the same for international and domestic
students.
In recent years, the University has recognized that international students have particular
needs and that they require support in adjusting to American life. While they do not wish to
create a separate department or office dedicated to international students, they have recognized
the benefit of having a staff who could listen to their concerns, coordinate services, and serve as
liaison between international students and the other offices or resources on/off-campus. For this
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reason, the Office of Student Affairs has established a new position, the International Student
Life Coordinator, to which the author has been promoted. Since the University has a DSO in
place, the International Student Life Coordinator will not be responsible for immigration matters.
Rather, as one of the branches of Student Services, the International Student Life Coordinator
will focus on how to facilitate international students’ adaptation to SUA life and what services
the University can provide to enhance their experience while they are here.
This capstone examines the overall needs of international students and designs an
international student orientation program that addresses these issues in a manner which is most
applicable to SUA students. It will pay special attention to theory, needs assessment, and
curriculum.
LITERATURE REVIEW
International students often face unique challenges as they try to adjust to a new life in a
foreign place. One of the first studies conducted by the Committees on Friendly Relations
Among Foreign Students revealed seven major problem areas of international student adjustment:
academic or curriculum issues; language difficulties; economic/financial issues; housing
difficulties; social interactions; difficulties in health and recreation; and problems in racial
discrimination and prejudice (Hammer, 1992). Despite these results, international students’
adjustment needs were not seriously taken into consideration until the 1950s, when the
government increased their efforts in attracting international students to American universities
and colleges. As their population on-campus grew, it became more apparent to university
officials that international students had issues and needs that pertained only to them.
Consequently, the demand for broader research about these needs and adjustment issues
increased. Interestingly, numerous studies have shown consistency in identifying similar issues
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as the first study conducted by the Committees on Friendly Relations Among Foreign Students
(Klineberg and Hull, 1979; Heikinheimo & Shute, 1986; Lee, Abd-Ella and Burks, 1981;
Peterson and Neumeyer, 1948; Riley and Peterson, 1949). Some of those issues are highlighted
below.
When students decide to attend a university in the United States, the first challenge they
encounter is figuring out how to finance their education. While most people – like the faculty
and administration from the two universities studied by Galloway and Jenkins – assume that
acquiring the English language is the most problematic area in adjustment issues, financial
concerns also weigh heavily on international students’ minds (Galloway & Jenkins, 2009). This
is understandable, since getting an education in the United States is very expensive. While
domestic students have options such as scholarships, federal grants, Stafford loans and workstudy programs to finance their education, international students have very few options. In
addition, international students must prove that they have sufficient funds to cover their first year
of study and demonstrate that they have resources available to pay for the rest of the duration of
their educational program in order to get their F-1 visa approval. With little to no need-based aid
for international students, they often have to pay out of pocket or take out a private loan. Trying
to earn money while at school is also difficult because job options are limited. Due to
immigration laws, international students can only work on campus. Therefore, the combination
of financial difficulties, immigration issues, and employment for international students can make
an international students’ life a nightmare.
Once international students arrives on-campus, one of the greatest challenges that they
face is the language barrier. Understanding the language presents a major problem for any person
moving into a different culture. The issues they encounter with the language can vary from
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keeping up with how fast Americans speak and deciphering the language through the
unintelligible accents to understanding the correct usage and idiomatic expressions of the
language. Inadequate language skills often diminish the international students’ ability to
understand what is going on in the classroom and to be able to express themselves. In a study
conducted by Galloway and Jenkins (2009), international students at two private, religiously
affiliated universities were surveyed to determine the extent of their adjustment issues in the
United States. They also did a regression analysis to see how student problems varied between
demographics and English language components. Not only did this study reveal that English
language was the third largest adjustment issue for international students, but it is also the largest
determinant of international student problems (Galloway & Jenkins, 2009). Therefore, Galloway
and Jenkins recommend either having a more rigorous admission process or developing
academic support programs which help to improve English language skills.
Along with difficulty in acquiring the language and financial matters, another major
adjustment problem is academic performance. Often this issue ties into international students’
difficulty in acquiring the language. As mentioned previously, the language barrier directly
affects academic performance of students. Under normal circumstances, what would be easily
accomplished in their native language – such as understanding the lectures, taking notes, taking
exams, completing and understanding the texts and writing assignments, and expressing their
opinions or asking questions in class– becomes a very difficult task. Several studies also cite
international students’ unfamiliarity with the American educational system as also factors
hindering international students’ academic performance (Sarkodie-Mensah, 1998; Thomas and
Althen, 1989). The culture of American education can be quite different from their country of
origin. For example, the student-faculty relationships are often more informal; student class
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participation is required; the grading system and the way in which one is evaluated (i.e.
participation in class discussions, papers, group projects, quizzes, etc.), as well as the way
students conduct research and views of academic honesty, is different. Since these differences
are more rooted in cultural differences, it may often take more time to adapt, and thus, in the
meantime, negatively affect their academic performance.
Part of the adjustment issues that international students face include adapting to
American culture - from learning American behaviors, such as tipping waiters, to embracing
distinctly American values (i.e. individualism, freedom of choices). International students often
experience culture shock, especially those that come from countries that are vastly different from
the United States. Oberg (1954), the person who coined the term, describes it as “the anxiety that
results from losing all our familiar signs and symbols of social intercourse.” Both, Adler (1975)
and Bennett (1977) recognized that people experience a similar type of shock when they are in
the state of transition in their lives - not just when they are going into a different culture. Thus,
Bennett defined culture shock as transition shock in an alien cultural framework.
Perhaps because social interactions are also culturally bound, another issue that
international students face is creating social networks. International students often feel lonely in
their new environment due to lack of familiar friends and social networks, as well as familiar
cultural and/or linguistic environments. Sherry (2010) notes one of the major themes that came
about from the survey results was the absence of friendships with Americans. International
students tended to befriend fellow international students. Some of the reasons for having
difficulty in making host country friends included Americans not being friendly enough to hang
out with international students or not having perhaps enough comfort level with people from
different cultures (Sherry, 2010). Yet, several studies have shown that creating social networks,
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particularly between international and domestic students, lead to easier adjustment (Abe et. al,
1998; Udoh, 2000; Zimmerman, 1995). For example, in Abe et. al (1998)’s study, the Office of
Residential Life and the Office of International Student Services at a public university in the
Midwest came together to create a semester-long International Peer Program (IPP). They
compared scores of IPP participating versus non-participating students on social adjustment
subscale of the Student Adaptation to College Questionnaire. They found that IPP participating
international students scored higher on the social adjustment subscale and international students’
interpersonal skills enhanced as a result of the program.
In addition to various adjustment issues, international students also experience many
psychological difficulties. Many works suggest the need for some sort of cross-cultural
adjustment counseling to help international students cope with the stresses associated with living
and learning in a new, unfamiliar environment (Boyer & Sedlacek, 1989; Paige, 1990; Pedersen,
1991). They are a vulnerable population because even though they are at risk for mental health
issues, they are known to underutilize the available services. Several works in cross-cultural
counseling and mental health have examined ways in which institutions can improve or provide
more culturally sensitive services (Bradley et. al, 1995; Furnham & Bochner, 1986; Mori, 2000;
Pedersen, 1991).
As one can see, there are many adjustment issues that international students face.
However, institutions can play a major role in facilitating the students’ adjustment to life in a
new culture. One of the most effective ways is through having an international student
orientation. In fact, NAFSA - a professional association dedicated to advancing international
education - published its third edition of NAFSA’S Guide to Education Abroad for Advisors and
Administrators (NAFSA, 2005) and in it, it emphasizes the importance of orientation by saying
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that it is one of the most critical components of study abroad programming. While the guide
focuses on outgoing programs, which send American students abroad, the advice that is given is
applicable for incoming programs since international students are foreign students studying
abroad in the United States. Orientation is an effective way to facilitate students’ learning
because it prevents incapacitating stress on the learner by familiarizing what to expect. Many
researchers agree that foreigners’ ability to adapt in a new culture is enhanced by their
preparedness to face the unknown and familiarizing themselves with the new culture (Brislin,
1974; Grove, 1989; Gudykunst & Hammer, 1988; Kim, 1988). Referring to preparation for
culture shock, Brislin (1974) states, “When people prepare for unpleasant, aversive events that
could occur in the future, the impact of those aversive events is much less severe than if people
did not prepare” (p.3). Therefore, as an institution, SUA can ease international students’ anxiety
and help them adapt better to their new environment by providing knowledge of the host culture
prior to and after arrival in the host society. By creating a comprehensive international student
orientation program that is on-going, many of the international student adjustment issues can be
addressed.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
In keeping with SUA’s mission to foster a steady stream of global citizens who live
contributive lives, SUA enthusiastically welcomes international students and values the diversity
they bring to our community. For this reason, SUA is committed to assisting international
students’ transition and adjustment to living in the United States, and, furthermore, to the
University. As part of the incoming class, international students already go through New Student
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Orientation, which is designed to assist all students through transition to college life. Part of their
needs is met through this New Student Orientation, whose goals are the following:
1. For students to have sense of belonging
2. For students to feel important
3. To help students succeed
By fulfilling these goals, the New Student Orientation program aids in the institutional goal of
retention.
International student orientation aims to reinforce and fulfill these New Student
Orientation goals by providing additional support for international students. Since international
students have particular needs, the international student orientation will focus especially on the
third goal of providing the tools for international students to succeed at SUA. The objectives for
international student orientation are as follows:
•

International students will learn about the resources and professional services that are
available to international students in the areas of academic matters, financial matters,
health care, English language needs, and personal and cultural concerns

•

International students will become knowledgeable in the cultural adjustment process
and learn ways to cope with it

•

International students will gain understanding of institutional values and culture

•

International students will develop sensitivity regarding cultural differences

•

International students will gain practical skills in studying and maintaining health and
wellness

•

International students will be prepared for re-entry and cultural re-adjustment upon
their return home
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT
This year marks the tenth anniversary of SUA. Although SUA is still in its formative
years, it has made unimaginable progress and development within this short period of time. One
of the remarkable accomplishments includes being ranked 64th in Top 100 National Liberal Arts
Colleges according to the U.S. News and World Report Best Colleges Rankings 2012. Part of
SUA’s success, thus far, stems from its continuous dedication to improve and advance its
programs. On several occasions, the University President has shared his vision and hope for SUA
to become one of the top liberal arts colleges in the nation. Creating a comprehensive
international student orientation program, based on students’ needs, will contribute to achieving
this goal. It will support international students’ transitions to SUA and give them additional tools
to succeed, thereby increasing retention rate. In addition, a comprehensive international student
orientation will help bring SUA up to speed with the current and best practices in the
international education field. So what are SUA international student’s needs?
As discussed in the Literature Review, previous studies have discovered approximately
six to seven areas of adjustment needs for international students. They are in the areas of health
(both mental and physiological) issue, financial matters, cultural matters, academic matters,
language acquisition, and social interactions, These categories serve as the basis to examine
SUA’s international students’ needs. The Manager of International Student Services, Mary Kan,
and the English Language Programs Coordinator, Eugene Lee, were interviewed to better assess
these needs. They were chosen because they are staff members who have the most interactions
with international students.

Health
11

When asked to rank the top three international student needs on the SUA campus, both
Kan and Lee included health issues. Working with the EUBP students, Lee (personal
communication, October 3, 2011) says, “Students come here all excited, and don’t realize how
the differences in time, climate, water, etc. take a toll on their health. For example, if they are
coming from a more humid climate, they don’t realize that they need to drink more water to stay
hydrated because it’s so dry here in California...If they start off by getting sick, it gets harder to
overcome their homesickness, too.” She suggests programs to promote health and wellness, such
as tips on eating healthy, would be a great addition. On a more practical note, international
students also need orientation about SUA’s health insurance policy. While they receive the
policy, they often do not understand how to read it, and as a result, they do not understand what
is covered under their health insurance.
While Lee’s concern sheds light on maintaining physical health and wellness, Kan sheds
light on concerns for mental health. As the DSO, who maintains international students’ visas,
Kan observes that one of the common reasons for international students to take a leave absence is
for health reasons. There are various stress factors in international students’ lives, such as being
in a new culture and new environment, living with a roommate, concerns about their families,
and keeping up with their academics. These factors could be addressed if they utilized the
counseling services available to them. “It’s not that mental health awareness is not being
promoted. It is, but students aren’t taking advantage of the counseling services,” says Kan
(personal communication, October 3, 2011). As she points out, for some students, the concept of
“counseling” may not exist in their cultural framework. On the other hand, it may exist but
“counseling” may have negative connotations or stigma associated with it. Therefore,
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international students need to be educated on what “counseling” is in the United States and what
counseling services provide.
Whether it is the physiological or mental health issues, both Lee and Kan agree that
meeting international students’ health needs are important. Health is the foundation for their
success. If students are not healthy, they are unable to function in class. As a result, students
often fall behind in class work and become disappointed when their performance is not up to par,
creating a negative cycle of failure. As Lee (personal communication, October 3, 2011) stated,
“Health is the basis for everything in order for the students to perform and succeed as a student.”
Financial
With many studies highlighting financial matters as one of the top concerns for
international students, it is not surprising that both staff members also identified this as one of
their top international student needs. Both pointed to the fact that many international students
worry about the financial burden they are placing on their families back home. This is especially
the case for EUBP students, who pay everything out of pocket. Fortunately, SUA is one of the
few universities that offer financial assistance to international students, so when they are
admitted to the undergraduate program, they are eligible for various scholarships, awards,
institutional grants and loans. For example, in an effort to promote greater diversity and access to
higher education for both domestic and international students, SUA offers the Soka Opportunity
Scholarship (SOS) in which students whose family annual income is below $60,000 a year is
eligible for free tuition. Over 90 percent of SUA students, both domestic and international,
received financial aid totaling over eight million dollars in 2010. As one can see, SUA tries its
utmost to provide necessary financial assistance. Therefore, other than the financial resources,
how can SUA support international students? Rather than the issue of finding financial resources
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to fund students’ education, Lee and Kan point to the need of managing students’ stress
associated with financial difficulties.
International students often worry about their family’s financial struggle. Some feel
guilty coming to SUA because they are spending their family’s often limited resources. This puts
pressure on the student to succeed. While this pressure can be a motivator to succeed, in excess,
this pressure can lead to self-deprecating behaviors. Therefore, it is important to manage students’
expectations and assuage their feelings of guilt. As Lee (personal communication, October 3,
2011) mentioned, “While we may not be able to help them financially, we can listen to their
concerns. Just being able to listen takes off a certain burden/pressure off their shoulder by having
someone know. Also, by knowing their family’s financial circumstances, I can make
recommendations appropriate to their circumstances.”
Another area of financial matters that Kan felt international students need assistance in
was taxes. First, there is a need to educate students about taxes because for some students, taxes
are a foreign concept. As mentioned above, many international students at SUA receive financial
aid. If their financial aid package includes scholarships, awards, and/or grants, they may be taxed
for whatever amount that is applied outside of tuition and nominal expenses, such as room and
board. Kan indicated that because some students are unaware of this, sometimes students are
shocked and feel cheated when they see their account is not credited for the entire amount of
their financial package (personal communication, October 3, 2011). Therefore, in order to avoid
this confusion, students need to be forewarned and also, encouraged to file taxes so they have an
opportunity to receive a refund from their withheld taxes. Since SUA cannot assist students with
the tax filing process, the University has purchased a software program, CINTAX, to help them.
Therefore, educating students about taxes and filing taxes will be helpful during international
student orientation.
14

Lastly, the banking part of financial matters needs to be addressed. Every year, Student
Affairs arrange bank representatives to come to campus during the first week of New Student
Orientation so students can open accounts. However, the common questions that the
International Student Life Coordinator receives are “What is the difference?” or “What do you
recommend?” These questions are reasonable for many students, since it will be their first time
to open a bank account, let alone one in a foreign country. Therefore, informing students on how
to compare various banks would be useful.
Culture
An additional aspect that international students require assistance in is cultural
adjustment. Culture shock is one of the major issues that anyone entering a new culture faces.
Therefore, it is important for international students to be educated about the culture they are
entering - in this case American culture and also SUA’s institutional culture – as well as, the
cultural adjustment process. By becoming aware of the cultural adjustment process, students can
be aware of what they are going through and be prepared for when the culture shock hits them.
At the same time, since students are coming from various different countries, students may
encounter clashes with various cultures within the classroom or in the residence halls. This may
especially be the case if students from different countries are roommates. Therefore, students
need to gain skills that will allow them to facilitate cross-cultural understanding, communication
and adaptation.

Academic
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For the Manager of International Student Services, academic matters were also a very
important need that had to be addressed. Since the academic culture at SUA may greatly differ
from that of their own country, it is important to inform and prepare international students for
that difference. This is more so in the case of SUA because of its small class size, which require
students to be active participants. Explaining about these cultural differences (i.e. course load,
expectations in the classroom, writing style differences, etc.) and learning about key study skills
would allow students to be better prepared for their academic experience. Also, informing
international students about the various resources that could help them when they are
encountering academic difficulty will assist in the students’ success.
Language and Social Interactions
Surprisingly, the two adjustment needs that were of least concern for Lee and Kan were
the language needs and social interactions. For most other universities, English language
acquisition would most likely be one of the top concerns and needs. However, interestingly both,
the English Language Programs Coordinator and Manager of International Student Services
mentioned that while language is a concern, it is not the primary one. As the English Language
Programs Coordinator (personal communication, October 3, 2011) mentioned, “Although they
stress about language, they can express themselves in some way. It’s not as if they can’t
completely speak in English. They had to be in the top of their class to get this far so they can do
it.” She also says that since there are so many international students, domestic students become
accustomed to having them in class and develop patience to hear them out. This accepting
environment of SUA eases the difficulty in utilizing and acquiring the language for international
students. Therefore, pointing out resources that could help international students when they are
having difficulty with the language may be sufficient.
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Out of the various adjustment issues that the international students face, neither Lee nor
Kan really touched upon their social interactions. This is probably because international students
at SUA do not have a major issue in integrating themselves to the campus community. While
most campuses worry about getting international students involved and becoming part of the
university, SUA worries about students becoming too involved. Because of the university’s small
size and student-centered philosophy, students are involved in many aspects of campus life.
International students are not an exception. In fact, many international students take leadership
roles in the student clubs and committees, which attest to how well they are integrated into the
SUA community. In addition, as part of New Student Orientation, various formal and informal
activities are in place for students to get to know each other in the hopes that it will facilitate
student interaction and create a sense of belonging. Since the language acquisition and social
interactions piece were not identified as primary needs through the needs assessment, these two
areas will be low priority areas when considering the design and curriculum of the international
student orientation program.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
SUA’s academic calendar runs as follows: fall semester, winter block, and spring
semester. However, the freshmen class has an additional summer block before fall semester, in
which students take their freshmen seminar class, Core I, and also participate in the New Student
Orientation activities. Therefore, the new international student orientation will commence in the
summer block of 2012 with the incoming freshmen class and continue for the rest of the
academic year until April 2013.
CURRICULUM
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Having examined the international students’ needs at SUA, the next step is designing the
actual content of the international student orientation program. The author has also considered
the structure of the program. Often, orientation activities are held at the beginning of a program
and, sometimes, at the end of it. However, both NAFSA’S Guide to Education Abroad for
Advisors and Administrators (NAFSA, 2005) and the Orientation Handbook for Youth Exchange
Programs (Grove, 1989) agree that orientation should be an on-going activity rather than
meeting once in their four years. Grove (1989) describes the conceptual foundation for a
comprehensive orientation program for youth exchange programs and outlines twelve principles.
According to the fifth principle, orientation activities should be held periodically throughout the
exchangee’s intercultural experience. Typically, any person going into a different cultural
environment will go through a basic cycle – pre-departure, arrival, settling and fitting in, and
preparation to return. Therefore, a comprehensive international student orientation program
should plan activities for each of these phases: a pre-departure orientation, arrival orientation,
on-going orientation, and returning orientation.
Please note that Appendix A contains a more detailed curriculum plan, including the
objectives and agenda for each of the orientation activities below. Although these are the primary
sketches of a curriculum plan, further details will emerge as the time of delivery nears and the
International Student Life Coordinator has an opportunity to discuss with other collaborators.
The curriculum plan will be further developed to include time allocation, necessary materials and
further content details.

Pre-Departure Orientation
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Orientation for international students should begin prior to students’ departure to the
United States. Since SUA’s international students come from various countries, one way to
prepare them is through sending pre-departure information. By sending pre-departure
information, it helps the students begin their preparation for studying abroad and allows students
to anticipate what to expect.
Every year, incoming freshmen receive their acceptance letter and welcome packet in
March. Included in the welcome packet is a welcome brochure, which explains the steps that
students need to take in order to attend SUA, important forms, as well as a list of items to bring.
As part of the welcome packet, the International Student Life Coordinator will include a predeparture handout for international students. The handout will outline some practical and
logistical preparatory tips (See Appendix B). After the welcome packet is sent out to students,
the International Student Life Coordinator will upload this handout to the New Student
Orientation page on the Soka.edu website so they have access to it online.
Currently, the New Student Orientation page only has four subpages: “Important Forms
and Checklists,” “Student Orientation Leaders,” “Hotels, Dining, and Entertainment,” and
“Directions from Airport.” Another subpage called, “Preparing to Come to SUA,” will be added
under the “Important Forms and Checklists” subpage (See Appendix C). It will include links and
other documents that will help prepare all incoming students, including international students, to
their new environment. While domestic students may have had several opportunities to visit the
SUA campus, for many international students, the day they arrive and check-in may be their first
time stepping on to the campus. Therefore, the “Preparing to Come to SUA” subpage will
include links to various SUA maps (i.e. campus map, 360 degree photos of campus, the Southern
California map to see attractions and cities surround SUA, and campus videos), so that
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international students will be able to better visualize and familiarize themselves with the campus.
In addition, since students will probably be curious about the academic curriculum and course
offerings, the Registrar’s Undergraduate Catalog page will be linked to the subpage. The newest
Undergraduate Catalog is usually unavailable until the freshmen’s arrival, so there will be a note
on the page that says students will receive the most updated version of the Undergraduate
Catalog when they get to campus. The subpage will include a subheading for “International
Students,” where the International Student Life Coordinator can add additional information for
international students, including the pre-departure handout.
Arrival Orientation:
At most institutions, international students have a separate orientation from the rest of
the student body. However, at SUA, all freshmen experience New Student Orientation, which
lasts an entire month of summer block when all freshmen students are taking a freshman seminar
course called Core I. Within the month of New Student Orientation, the first week is usually the
most packed. Students meet various department representatives (i.e. Financial Aid, Student
Accounts, Registrar, Writing Center, representatives from Academic Affairs, etc.), receive
orientation on laptops and other various educational tools used online, receive academic advising,
and have various other formal and informal social gatherings. As part of the New Student
Orientation program, there are two sessions specifically for international students, which are
respectively called “International Student Orientation: Part I” and “International Student
Orientation: Part II”. The Manager of International Student Services covers immigration matters
in “International Student Orientation: Part I,” while the International Student Life Coordinator is
responsible for “International Student Orientation: Part II.” To reflect the content in this session,
it will be renamed “International Student Orientation: Adjusting to Life in a Foreign Country.”
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Arrival orientation is important to get the students situated and familiarized with their
new environment, as well as to prepare them for their educational experience and life at the
institution. Since there is a week’s time until “International Student Orientation: Adjusting to
Life in a Foreign Country,” international students will receive the International Student
Handbook as part of their check-in packet. The International Student Handbook will include
general information that would be useful when living in the United States, such as transportation
options, banking information, health and safety information, communication options, etc. (See
Appendix D). By receiving it when they check in, international students will have something to
refer to as they try to figure out their surroundings.
Then, during the “International Student Orientation: Adjusting to Life in a Foreign
Country” session, the International Student Life Coordinator can address some basic information
on cultural adjustment and alleviate some of the students’ concerns regarding academics, since
the session will occur the day before students begin their classes. At this session, international
students will meet the International Student Life Coordinator for the first time and become
familiar with what services he/she offers. The session will begin with a welcome and a brief
overview of the International Student Handbook and topics it contains. During this time,
international students will also be informed about taxes, because international students are often
unaware that tax could be withheld from their financial aid, affecting their student account
balances. Students may end up owing the University or receive less refund from their financial
aid for their living expenses. Either way, by informing students before hand, it lessens the shock
and also prevents students’ misperceptions that the University is overcharging and swindling
money from them. The International Student Life Coordinator will encourage students to file
taxes and refer them to the handbook for more information. Then she will transition to cultural
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matters and will split students into groups. They will do a cultural assimilator activity, which
would be led by the SOLs.
The culture assimilator activity is an activity where each group will receive several short
descriptions of an incident or situation where interaction occurs between an international student
and a person from the United States. The description will be followed by three or four possible
options of how international students can react to the incident. Then, each student in the group
chooses one of the four options they think is the best way for the international student to react
and will discuss why. After hearing all of the students’ reactions, the facilitator (in this case,
SOLs) will discuss about why particular options are more appropriate in the context of American
or SUA culture (See Appendix A).
Once students gather back together, the International Student Life Coordinator will go
over cultural adjustment phases and give some tips on how to cope with the cultural adjustment
phases, as well as provide a list of resources that could assist them. Afterwards, International
Student Life Coordinator will show a video about “Tips for International Students.” This video
will contain advice from international upperclassmen and also comments from domestic students
about what or how international students contribute to the classroom. It is the hope that this
video will provide international students with valuable tips from their peers, and also give them
confidence or assurance that they can succeed in their classes. The session will end with
informing students of the various resources they have to help them (i.e. Writing Center,
professors, tutoring, Coffee Talks)
On-going Orientation:
In Orientation Handbook for Youth Exchange Programs (Grove, 1989), Principle Six
states, “‘Delayed post-arrival’ is the sub phase of an exchangee’s experience that deserves the
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maximum expenditure of energy and resources for orientation” (p.14). This sub phase, which
starts approximately three to five weeks after student’s arrival, is the ideal time for ongoing
orientation because students have begun to settle in and are mentally, physically, and socially
prepared to absorb what is being said. Since students encounter various challenges throughout
their cultural adjustment process, the ongoing orientation is a great time for the International
Student Life Coordinator to facilitate and address the various needs examined above, and allow
students to gain practical skills through the workshops.
To address the greatest need of health, the International Student Life Coordinator will
coordinate with the Health Services, Counselor, and Health and Wellness teacher to deliver a
series of health and wellness workshops. These workshops will be broken down in to several
topics that can be covered within an hour: health care in the United States, how to eat healthy in
the cafeteria, time management, and stress management. Through these workshops, international
students can become aware of how health is viewed in the United States, familiarize themselves
with the people who provide health-related service, and gain practical skills to stay healthy. Mori
(2000) suggests, “Because international students are hesitant to seek services on their own, it is
crucial for counselors to take proactive approaches to increase visibility and accessibility of the
counseling facilities.” Therefore, by having the Counselor lead the time management and stress
management workshops, it is the hope that it will establish a rapport between international
students and will make it easier for students to access the services provided by the counselor .
Another way to help international students succeed is by providing study skills
workshops. As discussed in the needs section, there may be a cultural difference in how classes
are conducted at SUA compared to their home countries. There is more emphasis on reading
writing, and discussions in the classrooms of SUA. Since the Writing Center already offers
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various workshops on writing, the International Student Life Coordinator will promote the
workshops. She will also work in conjunction with the Writing Center to offer other workshops
(i.e. how to skim read) that may not be provided yet.
One of the ways in which the International Student Life Coordinator can assist students
with financial matters is through encouraging them to file their taxes and informing them of the
process. Since the University personnel cannot help international students with the actual tax
filing process, CINTAX software has been purchased so students can easily fill out their tax
forms. Although the personnel cannot be involved in step-by-step assistance of filing their taxes,
the International Student Life Coordinator can assist the international students in preparing to file
their taxes. Since international students will have received their Form W-2 and/or Form 1042-S
for taxes by February, the International Student Life Coordinator will send a reminder email
around that time about filing taxes and include a link to the CINTAX software. The email will
also contain an attachment of tips about using CINTAX (See Appendix E). In addition, since
freshmen international students will be filing taxes in the United States for the first time, students
who do not work and do not have a Social Security Number (SSN) will need to apply for an
Individual Taxpayer Identification Number (ITIN). Since there are only a handful of students
that need to apply for the ITIN, the International Student Life Coordinator will obtain a list of
these students from the Finance Department and contact them individually to go over the ITIN
application. Then, the International Student Life Coordinator will send them over to the Finance
Department to get the application notarized so they can be prepared to for the tax filing process.
Returning Orientation:
A comprehensive international student orientation program should include a returning
orientation to complete its cycle of assistance. Research has found that cross-cultural adjustment
not only occurs when students enter a new cultural environment, but also when they return back
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to their home country after a period of time overseas (Gullahorn & Gullahorn,1963; Brislin, 1974;
NAFSA, 2005). This reverse cultural adjustment process can sometimes be harder because it is
unexpected. Therefore, the objectives of returning orientation are to help international students
anticipate and lessen the impact of their readjustment process when they return home and
provide some strategies to cope with the reverse culture shock.
Since the end of the academic year is a very stressful time for students, the International
Student Life Coordinator will have a low key activity for the returning orientation. International
students will be invited for tea and coffee to take some time to reflect and celebrate the end of
their first year at SUA. During this activity, the International Student Life Coordinator will
address the concept of reverse culture shock and share some tips on easing their transition back
home. Materials and contents will be developed for this orientation activity as the time draws
nearer to delivery.
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STAFFING PLAN
The International Student Life Coordinator will be responsible for coordinating and
executing international student orientation activities. While the initial session, “International
Student Orientation: Part II,” will be primarily conducted by the International Student Life
Coordinator, the other workshops that will be held throughout the academic year will be done in
conjunction with other departments. For example, with the health services workshop,
International Student Life Coordinator will be coordinating with the Nurse Practitioner oncampus to address the various services that the health clinic offers, as well as go over the health
insurance coverage. For the workshops on study skills, he/she will coordinate with the Writing
Center to provide students with tools accessible to support their academic needs. For the
workshop on counseling, he/she will work with the Counselor to provide an overview of mental
health issues that are prevalent on college campuses, especially in the international student body.
In terms of “International Student Orientation: Adjusting to a Foreign Country,” and other
workshops that will be held throughout the fall semester, International Student Life Coordinator
will utilize the Student Orientation Leaders, who are hired to assist the freshmen through the
month of Orientation in August, and support their transition throughout the fall semester. In
addition, he/she will hire a student assistant, who will help in the administrative and logistical
needs of the International Student Life Coordinator (See Appendix F).

PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT AND PROGRAM MARKETING
Participant Recruitment
International student orientation activities will be primarily targeted at freshmen
international students because much of the adjustment issues occur during their first year. By
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targeting freshmen international students, they are able to gain the tools necessary to adjust and
succeed for all four years early on in their academic career. Hopefully, if the international
student orientation program helps them, they will reach out to their underclassmen and
encourage them to attend various orientation activities. Since this will be the first year to hold
international student orientation activities, if other upperclassmen international students would
like to attend the workshops, it will be open to all. Also another reason for targeting the freshmen
is because Student Orientation Leaders can help promote the activities, which will allow for
better attendance.
Program Marketing
International student orientation activities will be promoted through the following
methods:
•

Design flyers for each activity to advertise on campus. These flyers will be posted in
prevalent areas of the campus such as the elevators for freshmen Residence Halls, on
the public bulletin boards, and on the walls of the dining hall.

•

Reminders about the activity will be listed under “Student Announcements” on the
campus portal site (portal.soka.edu)

•

The International Student Life Coordinator will also send a promotional email to
freshmen international students

•

Student Orientation Leaders will promote the orientation activities to international
students during the fall semester

•

At the end of each orientation activity, an announcement will be made about the next
scheduled activity
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LOGISTICS
Timeline of Delivery
Fall 2011
•

International student orientation proposal is drafted and submitted for approval by the
Director of Student Services. A draft of the International Student Handbook will be
included for approval as well.

•

Upon approval of the International Student Handbook, a new “International Student
Life” page will be created under “Student Affairs” page on the campus portal site. It
will contain information from the International Student Handbook, as wells as links to
various resources that may be useful for international students.

Spring 2012
January 2012
•

Draft and obtain approval for pre-departure information handout

Mid-February 2012- Early March 2012
•

Pre-departure information handout printed and ready to be stuffed in welcome packet
by mid-February

•

Obtain list of accepted international students from the Office of Admissions and stuff
pre-departure information handout in international students’ welcome packets by
early March

•

Upload pre-departure information handout under the “Preparing to Come to SUA”
subpage under the “New Students Orientation” page on Soka.edu website.

April 2012
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•

Contact Health Services, Counselor, Health and Wellness Instructor to plan for health
and wellness related workshops

•

Contact Writing Center to discuss plans for study skills workshops

•

Gather footage for “Tips for International Students” video

June 2012
•

Print International Student Handbook

•

Create the “Tips for International Students” video

July 2012
•

Prepare for “International Student Orientation: Adjusting to Life in Foreign Country”
session
o Reserve rooms for discussion break outs: Student Affairs lobby, Ikeda Library
302, Student Affairs Small Conference Room, and Career Library
o Facilities work request: Move furniture (sofas and tables) in Student Affairs
lobby to the sides of the room so there is a large open space
o IT work request: Set up a projector and screen to show DVD and PowerPoint
presentation.

Fall 2012
August 2012
•

First week of August: SOL Training
o Prepare SOLs for Cultural Assimilator activity during “International Student
Orientation: Adjusting to Life in Foreign Country”

•

Second week of August: Freshmen Arrival
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o Include International Student Handbook and a promotional flyer for
“International Student Orientation: Adjusting to Life in Foreign Country” in
international students’ check-in folders
•

Weekend of second week: International Student Orientation: Adjusting to Life in a
Foreign Country
o Determine how to break into discussion groups
o Distribute snacks to each discussion location so students can eat while they
dialogue

September 2012 ~ December 2012
•

Health and Wellness workshops and Study Skills Workshops
o Coordinate with appropriate staff and be responsible to reserve rooms, place
facilities and IT work requests

Spring 2013
January 2013- February 2013
•

Draft email about taxes by the end of January and send it by first week of February

•

Contact international students that need ITIN and make appointments for one-on-one

May 2013
•

Second week of May: Returning Orientation
o Reserve room and purchase tea, coffee and snacks
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HEALTH AND SAFETY PLAN
Health
All incoming students (including international and EUBP students) must submit a health
history form, complete with proof of necessary vaccinations, and proof of health insurance. In
the case of international students, everyone is required to purchase SUA’s student health
insurance. As part of the Student Services, the University offers a free Student Health Clinic
staffed by a Nurse Practitioner to help maintain student’s health. Students will be encouraged to
visit the Student Health Clinic if they feel sick or have health concerns. If a health issue occurs
after Student Health Clinic hours, International Student Life Coordinator will make arrangements
for the student to be taken to Saddleback Family and Urgent Care. If an emergency occurs,
Campus Security will be notified and 9-1-1 will be called.
Safety
Before every international student orientation activity, the International Student Life
Coordinator will confirm the nearest emergency exit of and emergency procedure of the venue.
Since all international student orientation activities will be held on campus, all campus
community members will abide by the safety measures laid out by SUA’s Environmental, Health
and Safety Department (EH&S). If an emergency occurs, Campus Security will be notified. If it
is a life-threatening emergency, 9-1-1 will be called immediately.

CRISIS MANAGEMENT PLAN
Student safety and security is a priority for the University. Since all international student
orientation activities will be held on campus, all campus community members will abide by
emergency procedures laid out by SUA’s Environmental, Health and Safety Department (EH&S).
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They have developed various plans to insure the highest level of safety. EH&S comply with all
Federal, State and local regulations with regards to Health and Safety. These regulations include
but are not limited to; 40 CFR (EPA), CAL/EPA, 29 CFR (OSHA), CAL/OSHA, Orange County
Fire Authority, Orange County Health Department, and Mouton Niguel Water District. EH&S
Department cooperates and actively seeks guidance from the above mentioned regulatory
agencies. These policies and procedures are outlined in their manual (See Appendix G) and will
be followed.

BUDGET AND BUDGET NOTES
2012 International
Student Orientation
Budget

Unit

Costs

Total

1 orientation cycle
100 booklets

$200
$7.50 per booklet

$200
$750

1 year

20% of annual salary @
$40,000/year
$40.00 per week

Orientation Costs

Food/Drinks/Cutlery
International Student
Handbook Printing
Personnel Costs
International Student
Life Coordinator
Student Assistant

$950

28 weeks

Grand Total:

$9120
$8,000
$1,120
$10,070

Budget Notes:
Program Costs:
Some orientation activities will provide snacks, therefore, $200 will be set aside for those
costs. In addition, while most printing will be done in-house (i.e. flyers, handouts), the
International Student Handbook will be outsourced to a printer and will cost approximately $750.
All in-house printing costs will be absorbed by the university’s supply budget.
Personnel Costs:
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Part of the International Student Life Coordinator’s responsibilities requires he/she to
work on the international student orientation. Therefore, his/her personnel cost will be 20% of
their annual salary. Additionally, a student assistant will be hired for 5 hours a week. The student
assistant wage is calculated based on minimum wage. If the student’s wage is $8 per hour and
he/she works 5 hours a week, he/she will earn $40 per week. Assuming that there are four weeks
in a month, and he/she works for the entire academic year for seven months (September, October,
November, January, February, March, April), the student assistant’s wage will be $1,120.
Profits:
It is not expected that SUA will profit monetarily from the international student
orientation. However, as an academic institution, SUA should benefit from higher utilization of
services, higher retention rates from international students.

EVALUATION PLAN
With any program, it is important to conduct evaluations to determine if the planned
activities have accomplished the goals and objectives of the program. The feedback will also be
useful to improve the program in the future.
In order to receive the most real-time feedback, the International Student Life
Coordinator will design a general evaluation form that can be passed out to participants at the
end of each orientation activity (See Appendix H). This allows specific feedback for each
activity. In addition to this evaluation, all freshmen international students will receive a link to an
online evaluation survey at the end of their academic year to give feedback for the overall
international student orientation program. The content of this survey will be developed as the
time draws nearer to delivery since the complete orientation activities have yet to be finalized.
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The International Student Life Coordinator will also conduct debriefs with each of the
staff members that collaborated for the various workshops. They will go over the student
evaluations and discuss modifications, if necessary, for the following year’s orientation. Also, at
the end of the academic year, the International Student Life Coordinator will check with Health
Services, Counseling Services, Writing Center, and other academic support services (such as
language tutoring) to see if the use of services has increased among freshmen international
students. The International Student Life Coordinator will also check with the Manager of
International Student Services to see if the number of students taking a leave of absence due to
health or academic reasons has decreased. He/she will also ask Core Professors to evaluate and
compare the involvement and participation of international students in their classes compared to
previous years. Based on all of the feedbacks, the International Student Life Coordinator will
redesign the international student orientation program.
CONCLUSIONS/IMPLICATIONS
SUA has always been a student-centered progressive school that has continually sought
to improve and advance its programs. Creating a comprehensive international student orientation
program, based on the students’ needs, will further support the transition of the international
students to SUA and give them additional tools to succeed further in their education. As a result,
the retention rate of our international students will increase. It will help bring SUA up to speed
with the current and best practices in the international education field, and will allow SUA to
take a step closer to fulfilling the vision of becoming one of the top national liberal arts schools.
The international student orientation curriculum’s goals will help students realize the
University’s mission by ensuring they will experience a meaningful academic career as they
navigate a new culture and an institutional culture in the United States.
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